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Happy Week of May 17th Everyone, 
  
I truly hope that everyone had an incredible week last week.  Hope you all loved Jake’s  mediation 
and MindWatch’s latest podcast.  We hope you were able to meditate, listen and breathe. 
  
Last Thursday, MindWatch discussed a concept that frightens most people, and that is the concept 
of loneliness.  MindWatch discussed the aspect of looking at loneliness and seeing it as solitude, 
which is the aspect of choosing to be alone.  That got us at MindFULL ME think that life is 
perspective.  How we look at the world determines how we live in it. 
  
Cathleen Norris of Medicine Sign Spiritual Center teaches that how we even phrase words 
determines how we will live; she never uses the word negative, for instance.  Cathy notes that the 
word carries an energy, and consciously we do not even realize it, but our subconscious does. 
Mother Theresa was asked to participate in an anti-war protest; she declined stating that she would 
participate when it became a rally for peace.  That story really resonated with us.  We decided that 
perspective would be a great thing for us all to work on this week.  
  
Quarantine can be difficult, or it can be the best opportunity for growth.  Your perspective defines 
the energy associated with the feeling and can determine the outcome.  This week, look at what you 
face and see how best to define it positively.  Let us also be clear.  Be true to the feeling.  Stating a 
feeling positively is a start, but through meditation and consistency; it can become part of your 
conscious self. 
  
MindFULL ME continues Meditation Monday.  This week features Thomas; he will look at anger in a 
different light.  Anger is a negative emotion; how can we turn that into something that benefits us. 
Thomas will take a look.  Need to Heed will present our next podcast.  We are all very excited about 
Jake and Fernando presenting their take on an active topic.  
  
Please visit mindFULLME.org, Apple Podcasts, Google Play, Spottily or wherever you get your 
podcasts, as well as YouTube.  Please do not forget to like and subscribe! 
  
Most importantly, thank you to all who have liked, subscribed and followed us.  MindFULLME.org 
is ever growing and expanding.  Please continue to Heal with Us and Empty Your Glass. 
  
The MindFULL ME Board 
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